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Overview
This workshop is on designing dynamic Blackboard courses. A Blackboard course consists of navigation
path, a button bar and content frame. The navigation path allows users to return to any page accessed between the main course page and the current pages. The button bar links users to the available content areas and tools. The content frame displays web pages accessed through the button or navigation path.
Within the content page, most professors create folders and inside the folders they create documents on
top of documents (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Blackboard Basic Course

With folders inside folders and documents on top
of other documents, students are constantly clicking from one location to another location and
back again. They have to scroll up and down to
find their documents when there are many docu-
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ments listed in a folder. This tends to cause student frustrations. Students do not like having to go from
one page to another looking for their information. Students prefer a "one click" to all information.
The purpose of this workshop is to teach professors how to create a "one click" to all information course.
This workshop will demonstrate and teach professors on how to create a dynamic course in Blackboard
(see Figure 2). The workshop will teach professors how to create drop down menus and how to create
lecture notes with outlines on the side of the page (see Figure 3).

Figure 2 Dynamic course with drop down menus

The workshop will also teach professors how to create hyperlinks from their course lecture notes to the
discussion threads or drop box without having students leave their lecture notes location.
The workshop will provide templates for professors to insert their information and teach them how to zip
their files together to upload them into their Blackboard course. Each participant in the workshop will receive a CD with web page templates for creating pages with drop down menus and frames for course
notes. Also, on the CD will be a written manual with step-by-step directions and hints on creating a dynamic Blackboard course.
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Figure 3 Course lecture page with outline and drop down menu
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